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W H O & H O W letters in word in any order 8s 

AIRSHOWS AHIORSSW AIRSHOW, exhibition of aircraft stunts [n] 

BEHOWLED BDEEHLOW BEHOWL, to howl at [v] 

BESHADOW ABDEHOSW to cast shadow on [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BLOWFISH BFHILOSW marine fish [n -ES] 

BLOWHARD ABDHLORW braggart (one who brags) [n -S] 

BLOWHOLE BEHLLOOW air or gas vent [n -S] 

BOBWHITE BBEHIOTW game bird [n -S] 

BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES] 

BOWHEADS ABDEHOSW BOWHEAD, arctic whale [n] 

BOWHUNTS BHNOSTUW BOWHUNT, to hunt with bow and arrow [v] 

BOWSHOTS BHOOSSTW BOWSHOT, distance arrow is shot [n] 

BROWNISH BHINORSW somewhat brown [adj] 

BUHLWORK BHKLORUW buhl (style of furniture decoration) [n -S] 

CHECKROW CCEHKORW to plant in rows which divide land into squares [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CHOWCHOW CCHHOOWW relish of mixed pickles in mustard [n -S] 

CHOWDERS CDEHORSW CHOWDER, to make thick soup of [v] 

CHOWSING CGHINOSW CHOWSE, to chouse (to swindle (to take money or property from by fraudulent means)) [v] 

CHOWTIME CEHIMOTW mealtime (usual time for meal) [n -S] 

CLOWNISH CHILNOSW resembling or befitting clown [adj] 

COGWHEEL CEEGHLOW toothed wheel [n -S] 

COWHAGES ACEGHOSW COWHAGE, cowage (tropical vine) [n] 

COWHANDS ACDHNOSW COWHAND, ranch worker [n] 

COWHERBS BCEHORSW COWHERB, annual herb [n] 

COWHERDS CDEHORSW COWHERD, one who tends cattle (domesticated bovines) [n] 

COWHIDED CDDEHIOW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v] 

COWHIDES CDEHIOSW COWHIDE, to flog with leather whip [v] 

COWSHEDS CDEHOSSW COWSHED, shelter for cows [n] 

DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES] 

DORHAWKS ADHKORSW DORHAWK, nocturnal bird [n] 

DOWDYISH DDHIOSWY DOWDY, lacking in stylishness or neatness [adj] 

DOWNHAUL ADHLNOUW rope for hauling down sails [n -S] 

DOWNHILL DHILLNOW downward slope [n -S] 

DOWNHOLE DEHLNOOW used down or in oil well [adj] 

DOWNWASH ADHNOSWW downward deflection of air [n -ES] 

DUMBSHOW BDHMOSUW presentation in which communication is solely by signs and gestures [n -S] 

FISHBOWL BFHILOSW bowl in which live fish are kept [n -S] 

FISHWORM FHIMORSW worm used as bait [n -S] 

FORESHOW EFHOORSW to show in advance [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

GOSHAWKS AGHKOSSW GOSHAWK, large hawk [n] 

HACKWORK ACHKKORW artistic work done according to formula [n -S] 

HAIRWORK AHIKORRW making of articles from hair [n -S] 

HAIRWORM AHIMORRW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HALLOWED ADEHLLOW HALLOW, to make holy [v] 

HALLOWER AEHLLORW one that hallows (to make holy) [n -S] 

HANDWORK ADHKNORW manual labor [n -S] 

HARDWOOD ADDHOORW hard, compact wood of various trees [n -S] 
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HAREWOOD ADEHOORW sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S] 

HARROWED ADEHORRW HARROW, to break up and level soil [v] 

HARROWER AEHORRRW one that harrows (to break up and level soil) [n -S] 

HAWKMOTH AHHKMOTW large moth [n -S] 

HAWKNOSE AEHKNOSW large, curved nose [n -S] 

HAWTHORN AHHNORTW thorny shrub [n -S] 

HEADWORD ADDEHORW word put at beginning [n -S] 

HEADWORK ADEHKORW mental work [n -S] 

HEDGEROW DEEGHORW row of bushes [n -S] 

HIGHBROW BGHHIORW person who has superior tastes [n -S] 

HOEDOWNS DEHNOOSW HOEDOWN, square dance [n] 

HOGWEEDS DEEGHOSW HOGWEED, coarse plant [n] 

HOLDDOWN DDHLNOOW clamp for holding object in place [n -S] 

HOLLOWED DEHLLOOW HOLLOW, to make hollow [v] 

HOLLOWER EHLLOORW HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adj] 

HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv] 

HOMEBREW BEEHMORW alcoholic beverage made at home [n -S] 

HOMETOWN EHMNOOTW town of one's birth or residence [n -S] 

HOMEWARD ADEHMORW toward home [adv] 

HOMEWORK EHKMOORW work done at home [n -S] 

HONEWORT EHNOORTW perennial herb [n -S] 

HONEYDEW DEEHNOWY sweet fluid [n -S] 

HOODWINK DHIKNOOW to trick (to deceive (to mislead by falsehood)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HOOKWORM HKMOOORW parasitic worm [n -S] 

HOOSEGOW EGHOOOSW jail [n -S] 

HOOSGOWS GHOOOSSW HOOSGOW, hoosegow (jail) [n] 

HORNWORM HMNOORRW larva of hawkmoth [n -S] 

HORNWORT HNOORRTW aquatic herb [n -S] 

HOWDYING DGHINOWY HOWDY, to greet with words “how do you do'' [v] 

HOWITZER EHIORTWZ short cannon [n -S] 

INCHWORM CHIMNORW type of worm [n -S] 

INGROWTH GHINORTW growth inward [n -S] 

LATHWORK AHKLORTW lathing (work made of or using laths) [n -S] 

LOWLIGHT GHILLOTW unpleasant event, detail, or part [n -S] 

MESHWORK EHKMORSW network [n -S] 

MISTHROW HIMORSTW to throw errantly [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

NONWHITE EHINNOTW person who is not of white race [n -S] 

NOWHERES EEHNORSW NOWHERE, nonexistent place [n] 

OUTHOWLS HLOOSTUW OUTHOWL, to surpass in howling [v] 

OUTTHREW EHORTTUW OUTTHROW, to throw farther or more accurately than [v] 

OUTTHROW HOORTTUW to throw farther or more accurately than [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OUTWEIGH EGHIOTUW to weigh more than [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTWHIRL HILORTUW to surpass in whirling [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OWLISHLY HILLOSWY OWLISH, resembling owl (nocturnal bird) [adv] 

PAWNSHOP AHNOPPSW place where things are pawned [n -S] 

PEEPSHOW EEHOPPSW exhibition viewed through small opening [n -S] 
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PLOWHEAD ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

POSTSHOW HOOPSSTW following show [adj] 

PRESHOWN EHNOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PRESHOWS EHOPRSSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S] 

REGROWTH EGHORRTW new or second growth [n -S] 

RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESHOWER EEHORRSW to shower again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ROADSHOW ADHOORSW theatrical show on tour [n -S] 

ROUGHHEW EGHHORUW to shape roughly [v -ED, -N, -ING, -S] 

ROWDYISH DHIORSWY tending to be rowdy [adj] 

SALCHOWS ACHLOSSW SALCHOW, figure-skating jump [n] 

SAWHORSE AEHORSSW rack used to support piece of wood being sawed [n -S] 

SAWTOOTH AHOOSTTW cutting edge on saw [n -TEETH] 

SHADBLOW ABDHLOSW shadbush (flowering tree or shrub) [n -S] 

SHADOWED ADDEHOSW SHADOW, to make dark or gloomy [v] 

SHADOWER ADEHORSW one that shadows (to make dark or gloomy) [n -S] 

SHALLOWS AHLLOSSW SHALLOW, to make shallow [v] 

SHIPWORM HIMOPRSW wormlike mollusk [n -S] 

SHITWORK HIKORSTW offensive word [n -S] 

SHOPWORN HNOOPRSW worn out from being on display in store [adj] 

SHOWABLE ABEHLOSW SHOW, to cause or permit to be seen [adj] 

SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOWCASE ACEHOSSW to exhibit (to present for public viewing) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

SHOWDOWN DHNOOSWW event that forces conclusion of issue [n -S] 

SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHOWERER EEHORRSW one that showers (to bathe in spray of water) [n -S] 

SHOWGIRL GHILORSW chorus girl [n -S] 

SHOWGOER EGHOORSW one that attends show [n -S] 

SHOWIEST EHIOSSTW SHOWY, making great or brilliant display [adj] 

SHOWINGS GHINOSSW SHOWING, exhibition or display [n] 

SHOWOFFS FFHOOSSW SHOWOFF, one given to pretentious display [n] 

SHOWRING GHINORSW ring where animals are displayed [n -S] 

SHOWROOM HMOOORSW room used for display of merchandise [n -S] 

SHOWTIME EHIMOSTW time at which entertainment is to start [n -S] 

SHUTDOWN DHNOSTUW temporary closing of industrial plant [n -S] 

SIDESHOW DEHIOSSW small show offered in addition to main attraction [n -S] 

SNOWBUSH BHNOSSUW flowering shrub [n -ES] 

SNOWSHED DEHNOSSW structure built to provide protection against snow [n -S] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SOMEWHAT AEHMOSTW unspecified number or part [n -S] 

SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv] 

SOUTHPAW AHOPSTUW left-handed person [n -S] 

SWOOSHED DEHOOSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

SWOOSHES EHOOSSSW SWOOSH, to move with rustling sound [v] 

THINDOWN DHINNOTW lessening in number of atomic particles and cosmic rays passing through earth's atmosphere [n -S] 

THOWLESS EHLOSSTW listless (languid (lacking in vigor or vitality)) [adj] 
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THROWERS EHORRSTW THROWER, one that throws (to propel through air with movement of arm) [n] 

THROWING GHINORTW THROW, to propel through air with movement of arm [v] 

TOMAHAWK AAHKMOTW to strike with light ax [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOWHEADS ADEHOSTW TOWHEAD, head of light blond hair [n] 

TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

TOWNSHIP HINOPSTW administrative division of county [n -S] 

TOWPATHS AHOPSTTW TOWPATH, path along river that is used by animals towing boats [n] 

UNHALLOW AHLLNOUW to profane (to treat with irreverence or abuse) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNWORTHY HNORTUWY not worthy (having value or merit) [adj -HIER, HIEST] / unworthy person [n -HIES] 

UPGROWTH GHOPRTUW process of growing up [n -S] 

UPTHROWN HNOPRTUW UPTHROW, to throw upward [v] 

UPTHROWS HOPRSTUW UPTHROW, to throw upward [v] 

WAHCONDA AACDHNOW wakanda (supernatural force in Sioux beliefs) [n -S] 

WARHORSE AEHORRSW musical or dramatic work that has been performed to excess [n -S] 

WARMOUTH AHMORTUW freshwater fish [n -S] 

WARTHOGS AGHORSTW WARTHOG, African wild hog [n] 

WASHBOWL ABHLOSWW bowl used for washing oneself [n -S] 

WASHOUTS AHOSSTUW WASHOUT, erosion of earth by action of water [n] 

WASHROOM AHMOORSW lavatory (room equipped with washing and toilet facilities) [n -S] 

WATCHDOG ACDGHOTW to act as guardian for [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

WATCHOUT ACHOTTUW act of looking out for something [n -S] 

WATTHOUR AHORTTUW unit of energy [n -S] 

WELLHOLE EEHLLLOW shaft of well [n -S] 

WHACKOES ACEHKOSW WHACKO, wacko (wacky person) [n] 

WHATNOTS AHNOSTTW WHATNOT, ornamental set of shelves [n] 

WHIPCORD CDHIOPRW strong, twisted cord [n -S] 

WHIPWORM HIMOPRWW parasitic worm [n -S] 

WHITEOUT EHIOTTUW arctic weather condition [n -S] 

WHITLOWS HILOSTWW WHITLOW, inflammation of finger or toe [n] 

WHODUNIT DHINOTUW mystery story [n -S] 

WHOLISMS HILMOSSW WHOLISM, holism (philosophical theory) [n] 

WHOMEVER EEHMORVW objective case of whoever [pron] 

WHOMPING GHIMNOPW WHOMP, to defeat decisively [v] 

WHOOFING FGHINOOW WHOOF, to make deep snorting sound [v] 

WHOOMPHS HHMOOPSW WHOOMPH, whoomp (sudden loud sound) [n] 

WHOOPEES EEHOOPSW WHOOPEE, boisterous fun [n] 

WHOOPERS EHOOPRSW WHOOPER, one that whoops (to utter loud cries) [n] 

WHOOPIES EHIOOPSW WHOOPIE, whoopee (boisterous fun) [n] 

WHOOPING GHINOOPW WHOOP, to utter loud cries [v] 

WHOOPLAS AHLOOPSW WHOOPLA, noisy commotion [n] 

WHOOSHED DEHHOOSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOOSHES EHHOOSSW WHOOSH, to move with hissing sound [v] 

WHOPPERS EHOPPRSW WHOPPER, something unusually large [n] 

WHOPPING GHINOPPW WHOP, to strike forcibly [v] 

WHOREDOM DEHMOORW prostitution [n -S] 

WHORESON EHNOORSW bastard (illegitimate child) [n -S] 

WHORINGS GHINORSW WHORING, use of services of prostitute [n] 
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WHORLING GHILNORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v] 

WHORTLES EHLORSTW WHORTLE, whort (edible berry) [n] 

WHOSEVER EEHORSVW possessive case of whoever [pron] 

WHOSISES EHIOSSSW WHOSIS, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n] 

WIFEHOOD DEFHIOOW state of being wife (woman married to man) [n -S] 

WINESHOP EHINOPSW shop where wine is sold [n -S] 

WISHBONE BEHINOSW forked bone in front of bird's breastbone [n -S] 

WITHEROD DEHIORTW North American shrub [n -S] 

WITHHOLD DHHILOTW to hold back [v -HELD, -ING, -S] 

WITHOUTS HIOSTTUW WITHOUT, exterior place or area [n] 

WOLFFISH FFHILOSW marine fish [n -ES] 

WOMANISH AHIMNOSW characteristic of woman [adj] 

WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S] 

WOODHENS DEHNOOSW WOODHEN, weka (flightless bird) [n] 

WOODRUSH DHOORSUW grasslike plant having leaves fringed with long hairs [n -ES] 

WOODSHED DDEHOOSW to practice on musical instrument [v -DDED, -DDING, -S] 

WOOLHATS AHLOOSTW WOOLHAT, one who works small farm [n] 

WOOLSHED DEHLOOSW building in which sheep are sheared [n -S] 

WOOSHING GHINOOSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v] 

WORKHOUR HKOORRUW any of hours of day during which work is done [n -S] 

WORKSHOP HKOOPRSW to collaboratively revise work [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

WORMHOLE EHLMOORW hole made by burrowing worm [n -S] 

WORSHIPS HIOPRSSW WORSHIP, to honor and love as divine being [v] 

WORTHFUL FHLORTUW worthy (having value or merit) [adj] 

WORTHIER EHIORRTW WORTHY, having value or merit [adj] 

WORTHIES EHIORSTW WORTHY, worthy person [n] 

WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv] 

WORTHING GHINORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v] 

WROTHFUL FHLORTUW wroth (very angry) [adj] 
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AWEATHER AAEEHRTW toward windward side of vessel [adv] 

DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES] 

ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -ES] 

HALFWITS AFHILSTW HALFWIT, foolish or stupid person [n] 

HANDWRIT ADHINRTW written by hand [adj] 

HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S] 

HAWEATER AAEEHRTW resident of Manitoulin Island, Ontario [n -S] 

HAWKMOTH AHHKMOTW large moth [n -S] 

HAWTHORN AHHNORTW thorny shrub [n -S] 

INSWATHE AEHINSTW to enswathe (to swathe (to wrap in bandages)) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

LATHWORK AHKLORTW lathing (work made of or using laths) [n -S] 

MIDWATCH ACDHIMTW watch on ship between midnight and 4 A.M. [n -ES] 

OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PATHWAYS AAHPSTWY PATHWAY, path (trodden way or track) [n] 
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SAWTEETH AEEHSTTW SAWTOOTH, cutting edge on saw [n] 

SAWTOOTH AHOOSTTW cutting edge on saw [n -TEETH] 

SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SIGHTSAW AGHISSTW SIGHTSEE, to visit and view places of interest [v] 

SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

SOMEWHAT AEHMOSTW unspecified number or part [n -S] 

SOUTHPAW AHOPSTUW left-handed person [n -S] 

STRAWHAT AAHRSTTW pertaining to summer theater situated in resort area [adj] 

SWATCHES ACEHSSTW SWATCH, sample piece of cloth [n] 

SWATHERS AEHRSSTW SWATHER, one that swathes (to wrap in bandages) [n] 

SWATHING AGHINSTW SWATHE, to wrap in bandages [v] 

THALWEGS AEGHLSTW THALWEG, line defining lowest points along length of riverbed [n] 

THATAWAY AAAHTTWY in that direction [adv] 

THAWINGS AGHINSTW THAWING, melting of frozen substance [n] 

THAWLESS AEHLSSTW never thawing [adj] 

THISAWAY AAHISTWY this way [adv] 

THRAWART AAHRRTTW stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adj] 

THRAWING AGHINRTW THRAW, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v] 

THRAWNLY AHLNRTWY THRAWN, twisted [adv] 

THRUWAYS AHRSTUWY THRUWAY, express highway [n] 

THWACKED ACDEHKTW THWACK, to strike with something flat [v] 

THWACKER ACEHKRTW one that thwacks (to strike with something flat) [n -S] 

THWARTED ADEHRTTW THWART, to prevent accomplishment of [v] 

THWARTER AEHRRTTW one that thwarts (to prevent accomplishment of) [n -S] 

THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv] 

TIGHTWAD ADGHITTW miser (one who hoards money greedily) [n -S] 

TOMAHAWK AAHKMOTW to strike with light ax [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TOWHEADS ADEHOSTW TOWHEAD, head of light blond hair [n] 

TOWPATHS AHOPSTTW TOWPATH, path along river that is used by animals towing boats [n] 

TRISHAWS AHIRSSTW TRISHAW, pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n] 

UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

UNTHAWED ADEHNTUW thawed [adj] / UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

WARMOUTH AHMORTUW freshwater fish [n -S] 

WARPATHS AAHPRSTW WARPATH, route taken by attacking Native Americans [n] 

WARTHOGS AGHORSTW WARTHOG, African wild hog [n] 

WASHIEST AEHISSTW WASHY, overly diluted [adj] 

WASHOUTS AHOSSTUW WASHOUT, erosion of earth by action of water [n] 

WASHTUBS ABHSSTUW WASHTUB, tub used for washing clothes [n] 

WATCHCRY ACCHRTWY password (secret word that must be spoken to gain admission) [n -RIES] 

WATCHDOG ACDGHOTW to act as guardian for [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

WATCHERS ACEHRSTW WATCHER, one that watches (to observe carefully) [n] 

WATCHEYE ACEEHTWY walleye (eye having white cornea) [n -S] 

WATCHFUL ACFHLTUW closely observant or alert [adj] 

WATCHING ACGHINTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v] 

WATCHMAN AACHMNTW man employed to stand guard [n -MEN] 

WATCHMEN ACEHMNTW WATCHMAN, man employed to stand guard [n] 

WATCHOUT ACHOTTUW act of looking out for something [n -S] 
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WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S] 

WATERISH AEHIRSTW watery (containing water) [adj] 

WATTHOUR AHORTTUW unit of energy [n -S] 

WAUCHTED ACDEHTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v] 

WAUGHTED ADEGHTUW WAUGHT, to drink deeply [v] 

WEATHERS AEEHRSTW WEATHER, to expose to atmospheric conditions [v] 

WHATEVER AEEHRTVW being what or who it may be [adj] 

WHATNESS AEHNSSTW true nature of something [n -ES] 

WHATNOTS AHNOSTTW WHATNOT, ornamental set of shelves [n] 

WHATSITS AHISSTTW WHATSIT, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n] 

WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S] 

WHEATENS AEEHNSTW WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n] 

WHINCHAT ACHHINTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S] 

WHITECAP ACEHIPTW wave with crest of foam [n -S] 

WHITRACK ACHIKRTW weasel [n -S] 

WIDTHWAY ADHITWWY from side to side [adv] 

WITHDRAW ADHIRTWW to move back or away [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S] 

WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S] 

WOOLHATS AHLOOSTW WOOLHAT, one who works small farm [n] 

WRATHFUL AFHLRTUW extremely angry [adj] 

WRATHIER AEHIRRTW WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adj] 

WRATHILY AHILRTWY WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adv] 

WRATHING AGHINRTW WRATH, to make wrathful [v] 

WREATHED ADEEHRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WREATHEN AEEHNRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WREATHER AEEHRRTW one that wreathes (to shape into wreath) [n -S] 

WREATHES AEEHRSTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 
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ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S] 

CHEWINKS CEHIKNSW CHEWINK, common finch [n] 

CRENSHAW ACEHNRSW variety of honeydew melon [n -S] 

DOWNHOLE DEHLNOOW used down or in oil well [adj] 

ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

ENWHEELS EEEHLNSW ENWHEEL, to encircle (to form circle around) [v] 

GLUHWEIN EGHILNUW wine flavored with spices [n -S] 

HANDSEWN ADEHNNSW sewn by hand [adj] 

HAWKNOSE AEHKNOSW large, curved nose [n -S] 

HEADWIND ADDEHINW oncoming wind [n -S] 

HOEDOWNS DEHNOOSW HOEDOWN, square dance [n] 

HOMETOWN EHMNOOTW town of one's birth or residence [n -S] 

HONEWORT EHNOORTW perennial herb [n -S] 

HONEYDEW DEEHNOWY sweet fluid [n -S] 

INSWATHE AEHINSTW to enswathe (to swathe (to wrap in bandages)) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S] 
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NEWSHAWK AEHKNSWW newspaper reporter [n -S] 

NONWHITE EHINNOTW person who is not of white race [n -S] 

NOWHERES EEHNORSW NOWHERE, nonexistent place [n] 

PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESHOWN EHNOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

SHERWANI AEHINRSW knee-length coat worn by some men of India [n -S] 

SHREWING EGHINRSW SHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

SNOWSHED DEHNOSSW structure built to provide protection against snow [n -S] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -D, -ING, -S] 

SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv] 

SWANHERD ADEHNRSW one who tends swans (large aquatic birds) [n -S] 

TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S] 

UNCHEWED CDEEHNUW not chewed (to crush or grind with teeth) [adj] 

UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

UNTHAWED ADEHNTUW thawed [adj] / UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v] 

UNWASHED ADEHNSUW ignorant or underprivileged group [n -S] 

UNWEIGHT EGHINTUW to reduce weight of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNWISHED DEHINSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v] 

UNWISHES EHINSSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v] 

WATCHMEN ACEHMNTW WATCHMAN, man employed to stand guard [n] 

WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S] 

WEIGHING EGGHIINW WEIGH, to determine weight of [v] 

WEIGHMAN AEGHIMNW one whose occupation is weighing goods [n -MEN] 

WEIGHMEN EEGHIMNW WEIGHMAN, one whose occupation is weighing goods [n] 

WELCHING CEGHILNW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v] 

WELSHING EGHILNSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v] 

WENCHERS CEEHNRSW WENCHER, one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n] 

WENCHING CEGHINNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v] 

WHALEMAN AAEHLMNW whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n -MEN] 

WHALEMEN AEEHLMNW WHALEMAN, whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n] 

WHANGEES AEEGHNSW WHANGEE, Asian grass [n] 

WHATNESS AEHNSSTW true nature of something [n -ES] 

WHEATENS AEEHNSTW WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n] 

WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S] / WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v] 

WHEELMAN AEEHLMNW helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN] 

WHEELMEN EEEHLMNW WHEELMAN, helmsman (one that steers ship) [n] 

WHEEPING EEGHINPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v] 

WHEEZING EEGHINWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v] 

WHELMING EGHILMNW WHELM, to cover with water [v] 

WHELPING EGHILNPW WHELP, to give birth to [v] 

WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj] 

WHETTING EGHINTTW WHET, to sharpen by friction [v] 

WHINGERS EGHINRSW WHINGER, one that whinges (to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound)) [n] 

WHINGIER EGHIINRW WHINGY, tending to whinge [adj] 

WHINIEST EHIINSTW WHINEY, whiny (tending to whine) [adj] / WHINY [adj] 

WHINNIED DEHIINNW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v] 

WHINNIER EHIINNRW WHINNY, abounding in whin [adj] 
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WHINNIES EHIINNSW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v] 

WHITENED DEEHINTW WHITEN, to make white [v] 

WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white) [n -S] 

WHORESON EHNOORSW bastard (illegitimate child) [n -S] 

WINCHERS CEHINRSW WINCHER, one that winches (to raise with winch (hoisting machine)) [n] 

WINESHOP EHINOPSW shop where wine is sold [n -S] 

WISHBONE BEHINOSW forked bone in front of bird's breastbone [n -S] 

WOODHENS DEHNOOSW WOODHEN, weka (flightless bird) [n] 

WREATHEN AEEHNRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WRENCHED CDEEHNRW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v] 

WRENCHER CEEHNRRW one that wrenches (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [n -S] 

WRENCHES CEEHNRSW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v] 

 

 

W H E R E letters in word in any order 8s 

ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S] 

AWEATHER AAEEHRTW toward windward side of vessel [adv] 

BESHREWS BEEHRSSW BESHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v] 

CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S] 

EREWHILE EEEHILRW some time ago [adv] 

ESCHEWER CEEEHRSW one that avoids something [n -S] 

HAWEATER AAEEHRTW resident of Manitoulin Island, Ontario [n -S] 

HEDGEROW DEEGHORW row of bushes [n -S] 

HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv] 

HEREWITH EEHHIRTW along with this [adv] 

HOMEBREW BEEHMORW alcoholic beverage made at home [n -S] 

NOWHERES EEHNORSW NOWHERE, nonexistent place [n] 

PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECHEWED CDEEEHRW RECHEW, to chew again [v] 

RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, to show again [v] 

RESHOWER EEHORRSW to shower again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REWASHED ADEEHRSW REWASH, to wash again [v] 

REWASHES AEEHRSSW REWASH, to wash again [v] 

REWEIGHS EEGHIRSW REWEIGH, to weigh again [v] 

RICHWEED CDEEHIRW flowering plant [n -S] 

SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v] 

SHOWERER EEHORRSW one that showers (to bathe in spray of water) [n -S] 

SHREWDER DEEHRRSW SHREWD, having keen insight [adj] 

SHREWDIE DEEHIRSW shrewd person [n -S] 

WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S] 

WEATHERS AEEHRSTW WEATHER, to expose to atmospheric conditions [v] 

WEIGHERS EEGHIRSW WEIGHER, one that weighs (to determine weight of) [n] 

WEIGHTER EEGHIRTW one that weights (to add weight (heaviness) to) [n -S] 

WELCHERS CEEHLRSW WELCHER, one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n] 

WELSHERS EEHLRSSW WELSHER, one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n] 

WENCHERS CEEHNRSW WENCHER, one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n] 

WHATEVER AEEHRTVW being what or who it may be [adj] 
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WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S] 

WHEEDLER DEEEHLRW one that wheedles (to attempt to persuade by flattery) [n -S] 

WHEELERS EEEHLRSW WHEELER, one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n] 

WHEEZERS EEEHRSWZ WHEEZER, one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n] 

WHEEZIER EEEHIRWZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adj] 

WHELKIER EEHIKLRW WHELKY, marked with whelks [adj] 

WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj] 

WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj] 

WHERRIED DEEHIRRW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v] 

WHERRIES EEHIRRSW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v] 

WHETTERS EEHRSTTW WHETTER, one that whets (to sharpen by friction) [n] 

WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white) [n -S] 

WHOMEVER EEHMORVW objective case of whoever [pron] 

WHOSEVER EEHORSVW possessive case of whoever [pron] 

WITHERED DEEHIRTW WITHER, to dry up and wilt [v] 

WITHERER EEHIRRTW one that withers (to dry up and wilt) [n -S] 

WREATHED ADEEHRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WREATHEN AEEHNRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WREATHER AEEHRRTW one that wreathes (to shape into wreath) [n -S] 

WREATHES AEEHRSTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v] 

WRENCHED CDEEHNRW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v] 

WRENCHER CEEHNRRW one that wrenches (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [n -S] 

WRENCHES CEEHNRSW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v] 

WRETCHED CDEEHRTW extremely unhappy [adj -ER, -EST] 

WRETCHES CEEHRSTW WRETCH, wretched person [n] 

WUTHERED DEEHRTUW WUTHER, to blow with dull roaring sound [v] 

 

W H Y letters in word in any order 8s 

ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S] 

ARCHWAYS AACHRSWY ARCHWAY, passageway under arch [n] 

BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES] 

DOWDYISH DDHIOSWY DOWDY, lacking in stylishness or neatness [adj] 

FISHWAYS AFHISSWY FISHWAY, device for enabling fish to pass around dam [n] 

FLYWHEEL EEFHLLWY heavy disk used in machinery [n -S] 

HALLWAYS AAHLLSWY HALLWAY, hall (large room for assembly) [n] 

HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S] 

HAWKEYED ADEEHKWY having keen sight [adj] 

HAYWARDS AADHRSWY HAYWARD, officer who tends cattle [n] 

HAYWIRES AEHIRSWY HAYWIRE, wire used in baling hay [n] 

HEADWAYS AADEHSWY HEADWAY, forward movement [n] 

HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv] 

HIDEAWAY AADEHIWY hideout (place of refuge) [n -S] 

HIGHWAYS AGHHISWY HIGHWAY, main road [n] 

HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv] 

HONEYDEW DEEHNOWY sweet fluid [n -S] 

HOWDYING DGHINOWY HOWDY, to greet with words how do you do'' [v] 

OWLISHLY HILLOSWY OWLISH, resembling owl (nocturnal bird) [adv] 
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PATHWAYS AAHPSTWY PATHWAY, path (trodden way or track) [n] 

ROWDYISH DHIORSWY tending to be rowdy [adj] 

SHIPWAYS AHIPSSWY SHIPWAY, canal deep enough to serve ships [n] 

SHREWDLY DEHLRSWY SHREWD, having keen insight [adv] 

SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

THATAWAY AAAHTTWY in that direction [adv] 

THISAWAY AAHISTWY this way [adv] 

THRAWNLY AHLNRTWY THRAWN, twisted [adv] 

THRUWAYS AHRSTUWY THRUWAY, express highway [n] 

THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv] 

UNWORTHY HNORTUWY not worthy (having value or merit) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / unworthy person [n -S] 

WASHDAYS AADHSSWY WASHDAY, day set aside for washing clothes [n] 

WATCHCRY ACCHRTWY password (secret word that must be spoken to gain admission) [n -RIES] 

WATCHEYE ACEEHTWY walleye (eye having white cornea) [n -S] 

WHEEZILY EEHILWYZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adv] 

WHEYFACE ACEEFHWY pale, sallow face [n -S] 

WHEYLIKE EEHIKLWY resembling whey (watery part of milk) [adj] 

WHIMSEYS EHIMSSWY WHIMSEY, whimsy (whim (impulsive idea)) [n] 

WHIPRAYS AHIPRSWY WHIPRAY, stingray (flat-bodied marine fish) [n] 

WHISKERY EHIKRSWY WHISKER, hair on man's face [adj] 

WHISKEYS EHIKSSWY WHISKEY, liquor [n] 

WHISPERY EHIPRSWY resembling whisper [adj] 

WHITEFLY EFHILTWY small whitish insect [n -LIES] 

WIDTHWAY ADHITWWY from side to side [adv] 

WITCHERY CEHIRTWY sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES] 

WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv] 

WRATHILY AHILRTWY WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adv] 

 

 

W H I C H letters in word in any order 8s 

HAWFINCH ACFHHINW  Eurasian finch [n -ES] 

WHINCHAT ACHHINTW  songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 
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	WHOPPING GHINOPPW WHOP, to strike forcibly [v]
	WHOREDOM DEHMOORW prostitution [n -S]
	WHORESON EHNOORSW bastard (illegitimate child) [n -S]
	WHORINGS GHINORSW WHORING, use of services of prostitute [n]
	WHORLING GHILNORW WHORL, to move in twisted or convoluted fashion [v]
	WHORTLES EHLORSTW WHORTLE, whort (edible berry) [n]
	WHOSEVER EEHORSVW possessive case of whoever [pron]
	WHOSISES EHIOSSSW WHOSIS, whoosis (object or person whose name is not known) [n]
	WIFEHOOD DEFHIOOW state of being wife (woman married to man) [n -S]
	WINESHOP EHINOPSW shop where wine is sold [n -S]
	WISHBONE BEHINOSW forked bone in front of bird's breastbone [n -S]
	WITHEROD DEHIORTW North American shrub [n -S]
	WITHHOLD DHHILOTW to hold back [v -HELD, -ING, -S]
	WITHOUTS HIOSTTUW WITHOUT, exterior place or area [n]
	WOLFFISH FFHILOSW marine fish [n -ES]
	WOMANISH AHIMNOSW characteristic of woman [adj]
	WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S]
	WOODHENS DEHNOOSW WOODHEN, weka (flightless bird) [n]
	WOODRUSH DHOORSUW grasslike plant having leaves fringed with long hairs [n -ES]
	WOODSHED DDEHOOSW to practice on musical instrument [v -DDED, -DDING, -S]
	WOOLHATS AHLOOSTW WOOLHAT, one who works small farm [n]
	WOOLSHED DEHLOOSW building in which sheep are sheared [n -S]
	WOOSHING GHINOOSW WOOSH, to whoosh (to move with hissing sound) [v]
	WORKHOUR HKOORRUW any of hours of day during which work is done [n -S]
	WORKSHOP HKOOPRSW to collaboratively revise work [v -PPED, -PPING, -S]
	WORMHOLE EHLMOORW hole made by burrowing worm [n -S]
	WORSHIPS HIOPRSSW WORSHIP, to honor and love as divine being [v]
	WORTHFUL FHLORTUW worthy (having value or merit) [adj]
	WORTHIER EHIORRTW WORTHY, having value or merit [adj]
	WORTHIES EHIORSTW WORTHY, worthy person [n]
	WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv]
	WORTHING GHINORTW WORTH, to befall (to happen to) [v]
	WROTHFUL FHLORTUW wroth (very angry) [adj]
	W H A T letters in word in any order 8s
	AWEATHER AAEEHRTW toward windward side of vessel [adv]
	DOGWATCH ACDGHOTW short period of watch duty on ship [n -ES]
	ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -ES]
	HALFWITS AFHILSTW HALFWIT, foolish or stupid person [n]
	HANDWRIT ADHINRTW written by hand [adj]
	HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S]
	HAWEATER AAEEHRTW resident of Manitoulin Island, Ontario [n -S]
	HAWKMOTH AHHKMOTW large moth [n -S]
	HAWTHORN AHHNORTW thorny shrub [n -S]
	INSWATHE AEHINSTW to enswathe (to swathe (to wrap in bandages)) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	LATHWORK AHKLORTW lathing (work made of or using laths) [n -S]
	MIDWATCH ACDHIMTW watch on ship between midnight and 4 A.M. [n -ES]
	OUTWATCH ACHOTTUW to watch longer than [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	PATHWAYS AAHPSTWY PATHWAY, path (trodden way or track) [n]
	SAWTEETH AEEHSTTW SAWTOOTH, cutting edge on saw [n]
	SAWTOOTH AHOOSTTW cutting edge on saw [n -TEETH]
	SHOWBOAT ABHOOSTW to show off [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	SIGHTSAW AGHISSTW SIGHTSEE, to visit and view places of interest [v]
	SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -ES]
	SOMEWHAT AEHMOSTW unspecified number or part [n -S]
	SOUTHPAW AHOPSTUW left-handed person [n -S]
	STRAWHAT AAHRSTTW pertaining to summer theater situated in resort area [adj]
	SWATCHES ACEHSSTW SWATCH, sample piece of cloth [n]
	SWATHERS AEHRSSTW SWATHER, one that swathes (to wrap in bandages) [n]
	SWATHING AGHINSTW SWATHE, to wrap in bandages [v]
	THALWEGS AEGHLSTW THALWEG, line defining lowest points along length of riverbed [n]
	THATAWAY AAAHTTWY in that direction [adv]
	THAWINGS AGHINSTW THAWING, melting of frozen substance [n]
	THAWLESS AEHLSSTW never thawing [adj]
	THISAWAY AAHISTWY this way [adv]
	THRAWART AAHRRTTW stubborn (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) [adj]
	THRAWING AGHINRTW THRAW, to twist (to combine by winding together) [v]
	THRAWNLY AHLNRTWY THRAWN, twisted [adv]
	THRUWAYS AHRSTUWY THRUWAY, express highway [n]
	THWACKED ACDEHKTW THWACK, to strike with something flat [v]
	THWACKER ACEHKRTW one that thwacks (to strike with something flat) [n -S]
	THWARTED ADEHRTTW THWART, to prevent accomplishment of [v]
	THWARTER AEHRRTTW one that thwarts (to prevent accomplishment of) [n -S]
	THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv]
	TIGHTWAD ADGHITTW miser (one who hoards money greedily) [n -S]
	TOMAHAWK AAHKMOTW to strike with light ax [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	TOWHEADS ADEHOSTW TOWHEAD, head of light blond hair [n]
	TOWPATHS AHOPSTTW TOWPATH, path along river that is used by animals towing boats [n]
	TRISHAWS AHIRSSTW TRISHAW, pedicab (passenger vehicle that is pedaled) [n]
	UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	UNTHAWED ADEHNTUW thawed [adj] / UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v]
	WARMOUTH AHMORTUW freshwater fish [n -S]
	WARPATHS AAHPRSTW WARPATH, route taken by attacking Native Americans [n]
	WARTHOGS AGHORSTW WARTHOG, African wild hog [n]
	WASHIEST AEHISSTW WASHY, overly diluted [adj]
	WASHOUTS AHOSSTUW WASHOUT, erosion of earth by action of water [n]
	WASHTUBS ABHSSTUW WASHTUB, tub used for washing clothes [n]
	WATCHCRY ACCHRTWY password (secret word that must be spoken to gain admission) [n -RIES]
	WATCHDOG ACDGHOTW to act as guardian for [v -GGED, -GGING, -S]
	WATCHERS ACEHRSTW WATCHER, one that watches (to observe carefully) [n]
	WATCHEYE ACEEHTWY walleye (eye having white cornea) [n -S]
	WATCHFUL ACFHLTUW closely observant or alert [adj]
	WATCHING ACGHINTW WATCH, to observe carefully [v]
	WATCHMAN AACHMNTW man employed to stand guard [n -MEN]
	WATCHMEN ACEHMNTW WATCHMAN, man employed to stand guard [n]
	WATCHOUT ACHOTTUW act of looking out for something [n -S]
	WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S]
	WATERISH AEHIRSTW watery (containing water) [adj]
	WATTHOUR AHORTTUW unit of energy [n -S]
	WAUCHTED ACDEHTUW WAUCHT, to waught (to drink deeply) [v]
	WAUGHTED ADEGHTUW WAUGHT, to drink deeply [v]
	WEATHERS AEEHRSTW WEATHER, to expose to atmospheric conditions [v]
	WHATEVER AEEHRTVW being what or who it may be [adj]
	WHATNESS AEHNSSTW true nature of something [n -ES]
	WHATNOTS AHNOSTTW WHATNOT, ornamental set of shelves [n]
	WHATSITS AHISSTTW WHATSIT, something whose name is unknown or forgotten [n]
	WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S]
	WHEATENS AEEHNSTW WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n]
	WHINCHAT ACHHINTW songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S]
	WHIPTAIL AHIILPTW lizard having long, slender tail [n -S]
	WHITECAP ACEHIPTW wave with crest of foam [n -S]
	WHITRACK ACHIKRTW weasel [n -S]
	WIDTHWAY ADHITWWY from side to side [adv]
	WITHDRAW ADHIRTWW to move back or away [v -REW, -N, -ING, -S]
	WOODCHAT ACDHOOTW European shrike [n -S]
	WOOLHATS AHLOOSTW WOOLHAT, one who works small farm [n]
	WRATHFUL AFHLRTUW extremely angry [adj]
	WRATHIER AEHIRRTW WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adj]
	WRATHILY AHILRTWY WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adv]
	WRATHING AGHINRTW WRATH, to make wrathful [v]
	WREATHED ADEEHRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v]
	WREATHEN AEEHNRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v]
	WREATHER AEEHRRTW one that wreathes (to shape into wreath) [n -S]
	WREATHES AEEHRSTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v]
	W H E N letters in word in any order 8s
	ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S]
	CHEWINKS CEHIKNSW CHEWINK, common finch [n]
	CRENSHAW ACEHNRSW variety of honeydew melon [n -S]
	DOWNHOLE DEHLNOOW used down or in oil well [adj]
	ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	ENWHEELS EEEHLNSW ENWHEEL, to encircle (to form circle around) [v]
	GLUHWEIN EGHILNUW wine flavored with spices [n -S]
	HANDSEWN ADEHNNSW sewn by hand [adj]
	HAWKNOSE AEHKNOSW large, curved nose [n -S]
	HEADWIND ADDEHINW oncoming wind [n -S]
	HOEDOWNS DEHNOOSW HOEDOWN, square dance [n]
	HOMETOWN EHMNOOTW town of one's birth or residence [n -S]
	HONEWORT EHNOORTW perennial herb [n -S]
	HONEYDEW DEEHNOWY sweet fluid [n -S]
	INSWATHE AEHINSTW to enswathe (to swathe (to wrap in bandages)) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	NARWHALE AAEHLNRW narwhal (arctic aquatic mammal) [n -S]
	NEWSHAWK AEHKNSWW newspaper reporter [n -S]
	NONWHITE EHINNOTW person who is not of white race [n -S]
	NOWHERES EEHNORSW NOWHERE, nonexistent place [n]
	PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	PRESHOWN EHNOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v]
	SHERWANI AEHINRSW knee-length coat worn by some men of India [n -S]
	SHREWING EGHINRSW SHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v]
	SNOWSHED DEHNOSSW structure built to provide protection against snow [n -S]
	SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -D, -ING, -S]
	SOMEWHEN EEHMNOSW sometime (at some future time) [adv]
	SWANHERD ADEHNRSW one who tends swans (large aquatic birds) [n -S]
	TOWNHOME EHMNOOTW one of series of contiguous houses of two or three stories [n -S]
	UNCHEWED CDEEHNUW not chewed (to crush or grind with teeth) [adj]
	UNSWATHE AEHNSTUW to unbind (to free from bindings) [v -D, -HING, -S]
	UNTHAWED ADEHNTUW thawed [adj] / UNTHAW, to thaw (to melt (to change from solid to liquid state by heat)) [v]
	UNWASHED ADEHNSUW ignorant or underprivileged group [n -S]
	UNWEIGHT EGHINTUW to reduce weight of [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	UNWISHED DEHINSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v]
	UNWISHES EHINSSUW UNWISH, to cease to wish for [v]
	WATCHMEN ACEHMNTW WATCHMAN, man employed to stand guard [n]
	WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S]
	WEIGHING EGGHIINW WEIGH, to determine weight of [v]
	WEIGHMAN AEGHIMNW one whose occupation is weighing goods [n -MEN]
	WEIGHMEN EEGHIMNW WEIGHMAN, one whose occupation is weighing goods [n]
	WELCHING CEGHILNW WELCH, to welsh (to fail to pay debt) [v]
	WELSHING EGHILNSW WELSH, to fail to pay debt [v]
	WENCHERS CEEHNRSW WENCHER, one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n]
	WENCHING CEGHINNW WENCH, to consort with prostitutes [v]
	WHALEMAN AAEHLMNW whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n -MEN]
	WHALEMEN AEEHLMNW WHALEMAN, whaler (person engaged in whaling) [n]
	WHANGEES AEEGHNSW WHANGEE, Asian grass [n]
	WHATNESS AEHNSSTW true nature of something [n -ES]
	WHEATENS AEEHNSTW WHEATEN, pale yellowish color [n]
	WHEELING EEGHILNW condition of road for vehicles [n -S] / WHEEL, to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis) [v]
	WHEELMAN AEEHLMNW helmsman (one that steers ship) [n -MEN]
	WHEELMEN EEEHLMNW WHEELMAN, helmsman (one that steers ship) [n]
	WHEEPING EEGHINPW WHEEP, to wheeple (to give forth prolonged whistle) [v]
	WHEEZING EEGHINWZ WHEEZE, to breathe with whistling sound [v]
	WHELMING EGHILMNW WHELM, to cover with water [v]
	WHELPING EGHILNPW WHELP, to give birth to [v]
	WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj]
	WHETTING EGHINTTW WHET, to sharpen by friction [v]
	WHINGERS EGHINRSW WHINGER, one that whinges (to whine (to utter plaintive, high-pitched sound)) [n]
	WHINGIER EGHIINRW WHINGY, tending to whinge [adj]
	WHINIEST EHIINSTW WHINEY, whiny (tending to whine) [adj] / WHINY [adj]
	WHINNIED DEHIINNW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v]
	WHINNIER EHIINNRW WHINNY, abounding in whin [adj]
	WHINNIES EHIINNSW WHINNY, to neigh in low or gentle manner [v]
	WHITENED DEEHINTW WHITEN, to make white [v]
	WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white) [n -S]
	WHORESON EHNOORSW bastard (illegitimate child) [n -S]
	WINCHERS CEHINRSW WINCHER, one that winches (to raise with winch (hoisting machine)) [n]
	WINESHOP EHINOPSW shop where wine is sold [n -S]
	WISHBONE BEHINOSW forked bone in front of bird's breastbone [n -S]
	WOODHENS DEHNOOSW WOODHEN, weka (flightless bird) [n]
	WREATHEN AEEHNRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v]
	WRENCHED CDEEHNRW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v]
	WRENCHER CEEHNRRW one that wrenches (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [n -S]
	WRENCHES CEEHNRSW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v]
	W H E R E letters in word in any order 8s
	ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S]
	AWEATHER AAEEHRTW toward windward side of vessel [adv]
	BESHREWS BEEHRSSW BESHREW, to curse (to wish evil upon) [v]
	CLERIHEW CEEHILRW humorous poem [n -S]
	EREWHILE EEEHILRW some time ago [adv]
	ESCHEWER CEEEHRSW one that avoids something [n -S]
	HAWEATER AAEEHRTW resident of Manitoulin Island, Ontario [n -S]
	HEDGEROW DEEGHORW row of bushes [n -S]
	HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv]
	HEREWITH EEHHIRTW along with this [adv]
	HOMEBREW BEEHMORW alcoholic beverage made at home [n -S]
	NOWHERES EEHNORSW NOWHERE, nonexistent place [n]
	PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	RECHEWED CDEEEHRW RECHEW, to chew again [v]
	RESHOWED DEEHORSW RESHOW, to show again [v]
	RESHOWER EEHORRSW to shower again [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	REWASHED ADEEHRSW REWASH, to wash again [v]
	REWASHES AEEHRSSW REWASH, to wash again [v]
	REWEIGHS EEGHIRSW REWEIGH, to weigh again [v]
	RICHWEED CDEEHIRW flowering plant [n -S]
	SHOWERED DEEHORSW SHOWER, to bathe in spray of water [v]
	SHOWERER EEHORRSW one that showers (to bathe in spray of water) [n -S]
	SHREWDER DEEHRRSW SHREWD, having keen insight [adj]
	SHREWDIE DEEHIRSW shrewd person [n -S]
	WATERHEN AEEHNRTW American coot [n -S]
	WEATHERS AEEHRSTW WEATHER, to expose to atmospheric conditions [v]
	WEIGHERS EEGHIRSW WEIGHER, one that weighs (to determine weight of) [n]
	WEIGHTER EEGHIRTW one that weights (to add weight (heaviness) to) [n -S]
	WELCHERS CEEHLRSW WELCHER, one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n]
	WELSHERS EEHLRSSW WELSHER, one that welshes (to fail to pay debt) [n]
	WENCHERS CEEHNRSW WENCHER, one that wenches (to consort with prostitutes) [n]
	WHATEVER AEEHRTVW being what or who it may be [adj]
	WHEATEAR AAEEHRTW small bird of northern regions [n -S]
	WHEEDLER DEEEHLRW one that wheedles (to attempt to persuade by flattery) [n -S]
	WHEELERS EEEHLRSW WHEELER, one that wheels (to convey on wheels (circular frames designed to turn on axis)) [n]
	WHEEZERS EEEHRSWZ WHEEZER, one that wheezes (to breathe with whistling sound) [n]
	WHEEZIER EEEHIRWZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adj]
	WHELKIER EEHIKLRW WHELKY, marked with whelks [adj]
	WHENEVER EEEHNRVW at whatever time [conj]
	WHEREVER EEEHRRVW in or to whatever place [conj]
	WHERRIED DEEHIRRW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v]
	WHERRIES EEHIRRSW WHERRY, to transport in light rowboat [v]
	WHETTERS EEHRSTTW WHETTER, one that whets (to sharpen by friction) [n]
	WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white) [n -S]
	WHOMEVER EEHMORVW objective case of whoever [pron]
	WHOSEVER EEHORSVW possessive case of whoever [pron]
	WITHERED DEEHIRTW WITHER, to dry up and wilt [v]
	WITHERER EEHIRRTW one that withers (to dry up and wilt) [n -S]
	WREATHED ADEEHRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v]
	WREATHEN AEEHNRTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v]
	WREATHER AEEHRRTW one that wreathes (to shape into wreath) [n -S]
	WREATHES AEEHRSTW WREATHE, to shape into wreath [v]
	WRENCHED CDEEHNRW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v]
	WRENCHER CEEHNRRW one that wrenches (to twist suddenly and forcibly) [n -S]
	WRENCHES CEEHNRSW WRENCH, to twist suddenly and forcibly [v]
	WRETCHED CDEEHRTW extremely unhappy [adj -ER, -EST]
	WRETCHES CEEHRSTW WRETCH, wretched person [n]
	WUTHERED DEEHRTUW WUTHER, to blow with dull roaring sound [v]
	W H Y letters in word in any order 8s
	ANYWHERE AEEHNRWY any place [n -S]
	ARCHWAYS AACHRSWY ARCHWAY, passageway under arch [n]
	BODYWASH ABDHOSWY liquid product for cleansing body [n -ES]
	DOWDYISH DDHIOSWY DOWDY, lacking in stylishness or neatness [adj]
	FISHWAYS AFHISSWY FISHWAY, device for enabling fish to pass around dam [n]
	FLYWHEEL EEFHLLWY heavy disk used in machinery [n -S]
	HALLWAYS AAHLLSWY HALLWAY, hall (large room for assembly) [n]
	HATCHWAY AACHHTWY opening in deck of ship [n -S]
	HAWKEYED ADEEHKWY having keen sight [adj]
	HAYWARDS AADHRSWY HAYWARD, officer who tends cattle [n]
	HAYWIRES AEHIRSWY HAYWIRE, wire used in baling hay [n]
	HEADWAYS AADEHSWY HEADWAY, forward movement [n]
	HEREAWAY AAEEHRWY in this vicinity [adv]
	HIDEAWAY AADEHIWY hideout (place of refuge) [n -S]
	HIGHWAYS AGHHISWY HIGHWAY, main road [n]
	HOLLOWLY HLLLOOWY HOLLOW, not solid (having definite shape and volume) [adv]
	HONEYDEW DEEHNOWY sweet fluid [n -S]
	HOWDYING DGHINOWY HOWDY, to greet with words how do you do'' [v]
	OWLISHLY HILLOSWY OWLISH, resembling owl (nocturnal bird) [adv]
	PATHWAYS AAHPSTWY PATHWAY, path (trodden way or track) [n]
	ROWDYISH DHIORSWY tending to be rowdy [adj]
	SHIPWAYS AHIPSSWY SHIPWAY, canal deep enough to serve ships [n]
	SHREWDLY DEHLRSWY SHREWD, having keen insight [adv]
	SKYWATCH ACHKSTWY to observe sky for heavenly bodies or aircraft [v -ED, -ING, -S]
	THATAWAY AAAHTTWY in that direction [adv]
	THISAWAY AAHISTWY this way [adv]
	THRAWNLY AHLNRTWY THRAWN, twisted [adv]
	THRUWAYS AHRSTUWY THRUWAY, express highway [n]
	THWARTLY AHLRTTWY athwart (from side to side) [adv]
	UNWORTHY HNORTUWY not worthy (having value or merit) [adj -HIER, -HIEST] / unworthy person [n -S]
	WASHDAYS AADHSSWY WASHDAY, day set aside for washing clothes [n]
	WATCHCRY ACCHRTWY password (secret word that must be spoken to gain admission) [n -RIES]
	WATCHEYE ACEEHTWY walleye (eye having white cornea) [n -S]
	WHEEZILY EEHILWYZ WHEEZY, characterized by wheezing [adv]
	WHEYFACE ACEEFHWY pale, sallow face [n -S]
	WHEYLIKE EEHIKLWY resembling whey (watery part of milk) [adj]
	WHIMSEYS EHIMSSWY WHIMSEY, whimsy (whim (impulsive idea)) [n]
	WHIPRAYS AHIPRSWY WHIPRAY, stingray (flat-bodied marine fish) [n]
	WHISKERY EHIKRSWY WHISKER, hair on man's face [adj]
	WHISKEYS EHIKSSWY WHISKEY, liquor [n]
	WHISPERY EHIPRSWY resembling whisper [adj]
	WHITEFLY EFHILTWY small whitish insect [n -LIES]
	WIDTHWAY ADHITWWY from side to side [adv]
	WITCHERY CEHIRTWY sorcery (alleged use of supernatural powers) [n -RIES]
	WORTHILY HILORTWY WORTHY, having value or merit [adv]
	WRATHILY AHILRTWY WRATHY, wrathful (extremely angry) [adv]
	W H I C H letters in word in any order 8s
	HAWFINCH ACFHHINW  Eurasian finch [n -ES]
	WHINCHAT ACHHINTW  songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S]

